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1 Effect of external pulling forces on the length distribution of peptides☆
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17Background: The distribution of the length of a polypeptide, or that of the distance between any two of its atoms,
18is an important property as it can be analytically or numerically estimated for a number of polymer models.
19Importantly, it is directly measurable through a number of different experimental techniques. Length distribu-
20tions can be straightforwardly assessed from molecular dynamics simulation; however, true convergence and
21full accurate coverage of the length range is difficult to achieve.
22Methods: The application of external constant force combined with the weighted-histogram analysis method
23(WHAM) is used to enhance sampling of unlikely ‘long’ or ‘short’ conformations and obtain the potential of
24mean force, while also collecting dynamic properties of the chain under variable tension.
25Results:We demonstrate the utility of constant force to enhance the sampling efficiency and obtain experimen-
26tally measurable quantities on a series of short peptides, including charge-rich sequences that are known to be
27highly helical but whose properties are distinct from those of helical peptides undergoing helix–coil transitions.
28Conclusions: Force-enhanced sampling enhances the range and accuracy of the length-based potential of mean
29force of the peptide, in particular those sequences that contain increased numbers of charged residues.
30General significance: This approach allows users to simultaneously probe the force-dependent behaviour of
31peptides directly, enhance the range and accuracy of the length-based PMF of the peptide and also test the
32convergence of simulations by comparing the overlap of PMF profiles from different constant forces. This article
33is part of a special issue entitled Recent developments of molecular dynamics.

34 © 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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39 1. Introduction

40 The average and probability distribution of the end-to-end distance
41 are important quantities for describing the physical properties of poly-
42 meric chains [1]. The simplest model to describe polymers is the freely-
43 jointed chain (FJC) [2]. It only assumes a polymer as a random walk
44 and neglects any kind of interactions among monomers. If each mono-
45 mer is assumed to be a rigid rod of length d and N monomers form the
46 polymer, the maximal polymer length is Lmax = Nd. The distribution of
47 the length (or end-to-end distance, L) is

P Lð Þ ¼ 4πL2
3

2πNd2

� �3=2
e−

3L2

2Nd2 :

4949

In the case of polypeptides and proteins, ‘monomers’ consist of a vari-
50 ety of amino acid residues, the sequence is variable in length, and the in-
51 teractions between monomer units vary both in strength and specificity.
52 Depending on factors such as length, temperature and solvent condition,
53 they deviatemore or less strongly from an ideal polymer. For example, at

54temperatures below the folding temperature, P(L) for a single alpha-
55helical peptide will be peaked at about N × 1.5 Å, while that of a perfect
56beta hairpin will be a few Å, i.e., the distance between two residues
57sharing a main-chain hydrogen bond. In both cases, above the folding
58temperature, P(L) will be better approximated by an ideal chain result
59and increasingly so with increasing temperature, i.e., when intra-chain
60interactions become negligible. Under some conditions, such as for un-
61folded proteins under the effect of mechanical force, ideal models, and
62specifically the worm-like chain model adequately reproduce experi-
63mentally observed properties [3].
64The potential of mean force (PMF) along L is simply related to the
65length distribution by W(L) = −kBT ln P(L) [4]. The estimation of
66W(L) from molecular dynamics simulation—or for that matter estimat-
67ing the PMF associated with any parameter that is a function of the
68coordinates—is straightforward when all the values assumed by the
69function are accurately sampled during the simulation. This is not the
70case inmany instances inwhich theprocess being studied is an activated
71one, i.e., when a sizeable free energy barrier appears in the potential of
72mean force and the transition between different states, identified by
73different values of the function, or reaction coordinate, are rare events
74thatmay not occur spontaneously during the simulation. Themost broad-
75ly used approach to enhance the sampling of regions of the conformation
76space that would not be accurately sampled otherwise, consists of
77adding a biasing potential that harmonically restrains the excursion of
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78 the reaction coordinate around chosen values along the whole range of
79 values assumed by the reaction coordinate, thus enforcing an approxi-
80 mately uniform sampling [5]. The bias on the potential of mean force
81 can be readily removed for the results, but general thermodynamic
82 and kinetic properties of the system in the absence of the bias cannot
83 be obtained. A variation of the umbrella sampling method has been re-
84 cently proposed where the reaction coordinate is confined by reflecting
85 boundaries [6]; a continuous PMF can be obtained by imposing that the
86 forward and backward flux be equal at each boundary, with the advan-
87 tage relative to umbrella sampling being that rates can also be obtained.
88 A PMF can also be obtained by constraining the reaction coordinates at
89 specific values [7–9].
90 In the specific case in which the reaction coordinate is the distance
91 between two atoms, for example, the distance between the two ends
92 of a polymer, a novel class of methods, based on the discoveries of
93 Jarzynski [10] and Crooks [11], have shown that free energy differences
94 can be obtained from non-equilibrium measurements. Such measure-
95 ments have been made possible by single molecule manipulation tech-
96 niques [12–15] and their simulation counterparts [16–18].
97 Experimental observation of the end-to-end distance under the
98 application of a constant force is possible, thanks to techniques such
99 as force-clamp atomic force spectroscopy and magnetic tweezers [19].
100 The potential of mean force along the extension may not be directly
101 measurable, but it can be probed by single molecule force spectroscopy
102 experiments that measure the force at which proteins ‘snap’—when
103 they cross the free energy barrier that separates the native compact
104 state from the denatured extended state when the two ends are pulled
105 apart at constant velocity (or equivalently, the average time it takes the
106 native protein to snap when a constant force is applied to its ends) [20].
107 If the process ofmechanical fracture is thought of as diffusion over a free
108 energy barrier on the potential of mean force defined by the extension
109 of the protein (i.e., distance between the points where force is applied),
110 then the unfolding rate depends exponentially on the applied force [21].
111 This relation, which goes under the name ‘Bell model’, seems to be
112 generally obeyed although a number of exceptions have been reported
113 [22,23].
114 The application of a constant force, parallel to the vector joining any
115 two atoms of a polypeptide, modifies the probability of different lengths
116 of the vector, a positive force favouring longer conformations and a neg-
117 ative force favouring shorter conformations. When modified by a force
118 F, the length distribution is given by the relation P F Lð Þ ¼ P Lð ÞeFL=kBT .
119 This relation is simply obtained by observing that the PMF (W(L) =
120 −kBT ln P(L)) is modified by the application of an external force parallel
121 to the end-to-end vector byWF(L) =W0(L)–FL (in units of kBT). For the
122 FJC this is WF Lð Þ ¼ 3L2

2Nd2
−2 ln L−FL.

123 In this paper, we exploit the relationship WF(L) = W0(L) –FL to
124 accurately determine the equilibrium potential of mean force associat-
125 ed with the distance between two atoms of a polypeptide chain. Unlike
126 themethodsmentioned abovewhere an artificial biasing term is added
127 to the Hamiltonian, the application of a constant force is also possible
128 experimentally, and the equilibrium and kinetic properties of the real
129 system are not perturbed.
130 We focus on relatively short peptides that have high intrinsic helical
131 propensity. The α helix is a ubiquitousmotif found throughout the pro-
132 teome. Its structure is stabilised by hydrogen bonds between the back-
133 bone carbonyl oxygen of residue i and the backbone N–H group of
134 residue i + 4. This pattern causes the backbone of the polypeptide
135 chain to form a right-handed helix, with side chains pointing out from
136 the core and slightly toward the N-terminus. Most α helices are found
137 within globular proteins where interactions between neighbouring
138 secondary structure elements stabilise the structure.When investigated
139 in isolation, the short peptide sequences that exist as helices within
140 globular proteins are often not helical. However, certain short se-
141 quences, notably the C-peptide from RNase [24–26] and several syn-
142 thetic peptides [27,28], have since been shown to form stable helices
143 in solution.

144Alanine-rich peptides are often used as the archetype of ‘normal’
145alpha helices, and there exists a great deal of literature describing
146their properties [29]. The substitution of alanine for charged residues,
147glutamic acid (E), lysine (K) and arginine (R), originally to improve
148the solubility of these peptides, has been shown to have a significant
149effect on peptide helicity [27,28,30–32]. A dramatic example is the
150recent experimental comparison of short E-R/K-rich peptides using CD
151spectroscopy [33]. We use this study as an experimental touchstone
152for comparison with our simulations.
153The peptides studied here are in general polyalanine based, 10
154residues in length but have different numbers and patterns of charged
155residues (glutamic acid, arginine and lysine). We also use a glycine-
156rich sequence as a random coil model. Each peptide has an N-terminal
157YS ‘tag’, used in experiments as a means of accurately calculating pep-
158tide concentration, which is retained in simulations to allow for direct
159comparison, and for consistency, all other peptide sequences start
160in this manner. As expected, the glycine-rich sequence is completely
161disordered, alanine-rich sequences show a helical propensity, and that
162propensity increases as a pattern of charged residues sequentially
163replace alanine. The PMF properties of the charge-rich sequences are
164distinct from those of alanine-rich sequences. We also highlight some
165advantages of using mechanical force to enhance sampling relative to
166other computational methods, in part related to the fact that constant
167force can also be applied experimentally to individual proteins.

1682. Methods

169The equilibrium dynamic behaviour of the peptides was simulated
170using a united-atom force field (CHARMM19) and implicit solvent
171model (FACTS) [34]. The force field and the solvation model were
172chosen after testing several alternatives. Simulations performed using
173the CHARMM22/CMAP force field [35] with FACTS showed that helical
174conformations for charged sequences were excessively stable and
175reversible helix formation was never observed. This same behaviour
176was observed using CHARMM22/CMAP and explicit solvent (with TIP3P
177water). A similarly initiated 1.25 μs simulation using a fully solvated re-
178cently revised all-atom model of YSE4R4 (CHARMM36 [36], run using
179NAMD [37]) did not show any significant helicity (4%, most of which
180being 310 helix). Simulations performed using CHARMM19 with the
181SASA implicit solvent model [38] showed, in clear disagreement with
182experiment, poor differentiation between charged and non-charged
183sequences, likely due to the neutralization of charged side chains
184imposed with the SASA implicit solvation model. The combination of
185CHARMM19 and FACTS was recently shown to give excellent
186agreement with experiment for a highly charged system [39]. The
187‘standard’ CHARMM19 FACTS parameters for structured peptides
188were used: dielectric constant = 2.0, nonpolar surface tension
189coefficient = 0.015 kcal mol−1 Å−2.
190Unless otherwise stated, all simulations were performed at 300 K,
191with Langevin dynamics using the leapfrog integrator, a time step of
1922 fs and a friction coefficient of 3 ps−1, and run using CHARMM [38].
193Trajectory frames (and associated analysis parameters) were recorded
194every 500 steps. A constant force of between −50 and 50 pN was
195applied between the N atom of the first residue and the carbonyl carbon
196atom of the last (tenth) residue. The N and C termini were capped with
197acetyl (ACE) and methylamine (CBX) groups, respectively [40]. Simula-
198tions lasted between 1 and 4 μs. Starting structures for simulationswere
199prepared by performing a steepest descent minimisation (1000 steps)
200from an all-trans backbone conformer followed by a short (20 ps)
201dynamics run. The first 100 ns of each of the simulations was removed
202prior to analysis in an effort to remove starting structure bias.
203Wordom (version 21) [41] was used to analyse the simulation tra-
204jectories. The secondary structure of the peptide was assigned for each
205timeframe using the DSSPcont [42] criteria. This was then used to calcu-
206late the helicity (or helical fraction) of the peptide overall, with helicity
207defined as the fraction of 310, α, and π residues (i.e., G + H+ I) [43]. It
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